QuoVadis Signing Service Standard

With the QuoVadis Signing Service Standard, legally valid electronic signatures can be created without the use of a smart card or USB token. This significantly simplifies the application for the user and enables flexible signature and workflow processes on mobile and local devices as well as central application platforms. This results in considerable efficiency advantages and the associated time and cost savings compared with traditional, analog signature processes.

QuoVadis Signing Service Standard: Real added value for your business processes

A user-friendly and transparent handling, flexible registration and rollout processes as well as a simple and fast commissioning are important success factors to meet the various requirements of the companies. The QuoVadis Signing Service Standard fulfills all these requirements and enables legally valid electronic signatures in accordance with the Swiss Signature Act (ZertES). Without expensive media breaks and at any time, regardless of time and place. Tokenless, without the time-consuming handling of smart cards or USB tokens and with an unlimited signing volume per user.

Your advantages in a single view:

- Legally valid (equivalent to a handwritten signature) digital signing without a smartcard or USB token
- Unlimited signing volume
- Simple, guided & fast setup
- High quality service from the Swiss trust center of QuoVadis
- Highly secure and data protection compliant: to be signed documents never leave the customer environment
- Meets the high requirements of the legislator (ZertES Swiss Signature Law)
- Highly efficient, time- and cost-saving due to fast Signing processes. Downstream processes can be digitized and automated
- Qualified time stamp included
- AATL compliant: automatic Recognition in Adobe and compatible with Adobe Sign
- Immediately usable for all Windows applications
- No portal integration or additional infrastructure required: works out of the box
- Includes strong two-factor authentication via smartphone
- No loss or damage of the certificate holder possible
Unlimited signing volume

With the QuoVadis Signing Service Standard the signing volume per user is unlimited. You can use the signing service individually or, for higher user volumes, also benefit from our attractive flat rate pricing models. The legally required strong two-factor authentication is part of the offer.

Data protection ensured

The documents to be signed never leave the customer’s environment. Only the authentication information and the calculated hash values of the documents are securely transmitted to the Swiss trust center of QuoVadis. There the hash values are signed with the qualified electronic signature and a qualified time stamp is embedded. The signed hash values flow back into the customer environment where they are finally connected locally to the document. The final result is a digitally and legally valid signed document.

Simple launch & application

Shortly after receiving of necessary documents QuoVadis provides the key material, the qualified certificate and the signature service. The certificates are stored on an HSM (hardware security module) in the highly secure QuoVadis trust center and are published in the Windows certificate store by an easy-to-install driver program, making them available for any Windows application.

Proven several times

Many companies from different industries already successfully use the QuoVadis Signing Service Standard to digitize and optimize their expensive and complex analog signature processes. Examples of applications are the electronic signing of contracts, approvals (e.g. HR applications such as expense release) and other correspondence requiring signature. Wherever you sign manually (handwritten signature) today, you can use the digital QuoVadis Signing Service Standard to your advantage. Secure. Legally valid. Highly efficient. Completely digital.

When can we optimize your processes?
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